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Power Platform Center of Excellence 

(CoE) Kit 
The Power Platform Center of Excellence (COE) Starter Kit provided by Microsoft is a comprehensive 

set of pre-built tools and resources designed to help organizations establish and manage their Power 

Platform COE effectively. The Starter Kit includes: 

1. Power BI Reports: Pre-configured Power BI reports that offer insights into Power Platform 
usage, adoption metrics, app inventory, governance, and compliance data. These reports 
enable COE teams to monitor and analyze the health and performance of Power Platform 
applications within the organization. 
 

2. Power Apps Canvas Apps: Ready-to-use canvas apps that facilitate various COE activities, 
such as requesting new apps, submitting feedback, accessing documentation and resources, 
and managing governance policies. These apps provide a user-friendly interface for COE 
members and app owners to interact with COE processes and workflows. 
 

3. Power Automate Flows: Automated workflows built with Power Automate to streamline COE 
tasks, such as app provisioning, policy enforcement, notification alerts, and data governance 
processes. These flows help automate routine tasks and ensure consistency in COE 
operations. 
 

4. Documentation and Best Practices: Guidelines, documentation, and best practices for setting 
up and operating a Power Platform COE, including governance policies, security 
recommendations, training materials, and implementation guidance. These resources serve 
as a reference for COE members and stakeholders to align with industry standards and 
Microsoft recommendations. 

Overall, the Power Platform COE Starter Kit empowers organizations to establish a centralized 

governance structure, drive adoption, and maximize the value of the Power Platform within their 

organization by providing pre-built tools, reports, and guidance tailored specifically for COE teams. 
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Centre of Excellence Components 

Core Component 

These components provide the core to get started with setting up a Center of Excellence 

(CoE). They sync all your resources into tables and build admin apps on top of that to help 

you get more visibility of the apps, flows, and makers in your environment. The core 

components solution contains assets relevant only to admins. 

Governance Component 

After the inventory is setup and you become familiar with your environments and resources, 

you might start thinking about governance processes for your apps. You might want to 

gather additional information about your apps from your makers, or audit specific 

connectors or app usage. The Governance components solution contains assets relevant to 

admins and makers.  The Governance component helps to govern the environment using the 

apps and flows.  

Nurture Component 

An essential part of establishing a Center of Excellence (CoE) is nurturing your makers and an 

internal community. You want to share best practices and templates, and onboard new 

makers. The assets in this solution can help you develop a strategy for this motion. The CoE 

nurture components solution contains assets relevant to everyone in the organization: 

admins, makers, and users of apps and flows. 

Theming Component 

You use theming components to create and manage themes for canvas apps. 

A theme contains a collection of styles that define multiple design properties for controls and 

components such as colors, fonts, and borders. These styles are then applied automatically 

when makers use the themed template app to create a new app; controls and components 

are automatically themed. The theming components help ensure that makers can focus on 

what matters—the business logic and problem they're trying to solve—and users can have a 

consistent experience when using apps. 

 

Innovation Backlog components 

the Innovation Backlog app helps to ask users to submit ideas for apps and flows that need 

building and describe pain points with the current process. As users describe the process, 

they will provide information about personas involved, tools used, and measures for 

improvement. This information is then used to calculate an ROI and complexity score. 
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Power Platform Admin View 
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Power BI Dashboard and Reports 
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